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Abstract
The rising trend of globalization in integrated circuits (ICs) design and fabrication process
has increased their vulnerability against malicious intrusions and alterations. Such modifications, also referred as Hardware Trojans (HTs), can lead to highly detrimental consequences
like causing an IC to subvert normal operation, leak sensitive information or inducing denial
of service (DoS). The vulnerability analysis of ICs against the malicious intrusions with conventional design-time testing and exhaustive simulations is computationally intensive, and
it takes substantial resources and time for all-encompassing verification. To overcome these
limitations, we propose a formal framework, based on gate-level side channel parameters,
for a-priori assessment of IC vulnerability against HTs at the early stages of the design.
This work employs formal modeling of the IC behavior in terms of switching power, propagation delay and leakage in order to examine the impact of malicious intrusions. We used
the bounded model checker nuXmv, to formally verify and analyze the identified properties,
owing to its inherent ability to handle real numbers and its support for analyzing infinite
state domains. The vulnerabilities of ICs against HTs, and their effects on the IC nodes
are assessed by analyzing linear temporal logic (LTL) properties, which are subsequently
rendered into behavioral traces. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a set
of ISCAS benchmarks.
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1. Introduction
Over the past decade, the large scale outsourcing of IC manufacturing to untrusted
foundries has imposed significant threats to the security of final products, particularly in
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the military, medical and industrial applications [48, 6, 18]. The higher complexity of modern
designs, economic constraints, and delineated time-to-market dictates the rationale of ICs
manufacturing from offshore fabrication facilities. This leads to a higher risk of Trojan
insertion attacks, in which an IC design is covertly altered with a malicious intent at some
point during the design or manufacturing process [8]. An extra circuitry with inconsiderable
footprints, inserted wisely in the IC layout as HT, can impede its functionality and behavior
under very rare circumstances.
In general, malicious intrusion in ICs may lead to three types of security attacks by:
leakage of confidential information covertly to adversary (confidentiality attack); modifying
the specifications or functionality (integrity attack); unreliability, degraded performance
and destruction of a complete IC or its module (availability attack). The affects can be
catastrophic, such as failure of critical avionics system, leakage of secret encryption keys,
failing of defense satellite system [4, 29, 36] and compromise of heterogeneous network of
Internet of Things (IoTs) [41]. HTs are generally of two types: i) functional Trojans change
the system functionality by addition or deletion of functional units in a IC with malicious
intent and ii) non-functional Trojans affect circuit parameters such as power, performance
and noise margins without altering the functionality of the system. Unfortunately, the use of
untrusted foundries is inevitable owing to the advancements in deep sub-micron technologies.
Therefore, it is imperative to develop effective HT detection techniques.
HT detection schemes are broadly classified into three types: logic testing, side channel
analysis and reverse engineering [7]. Logic testing techniques are based on the generation
of random test patterns and employing various methods to trigger the Trojan circuits and
observe their effects at the output [13, 26, 45]. Side channel analysis is based on measuring
the variations in observable physical parameters, such as delay, power, electromagnetic signal
analysis and current sensing, to detect any alteration with the structural characterization
of the IC design [15]. Agarwal et al. propose an approach based on power analysis by
applying random patterns at inputs of ICs under test and comparing their measurements
with the power signature of a golden model [5]. The golden IC model is obtained from
reverse engineering of limited number of ICs. Similarly, Wang et al. propose an approach
to generate average and covariance-based power traces [49] employing the singular value
decomposition algorithm and eigenvector projection analysis, respectively, to detect the
malicious intrusions. The focus of delay-based techniques [31] is on the delay measurements
of individual paths of the IC due to activation of HTs and their comparison with of delay
fingerprints from golden ICs.
These above-mentioned delay and power signature analysis approaches are based on
extensive simulations or by testing on real hardware systems, which requires immense time,
cost and resources. Moreover, the measurements acquired through sensors cannot encompass
all the possible input conditions for larger ICs and result in an extensive amount of data,
which is difficult to handle with conventional automation techniques [30].
Formal verification [16] can overcome the above stated limitations of simulation-based
techniques by virtue of its inherent soundness and completeness. The methods based on
formal verification, such as SAT solving and model checking, have been used with the soft
intellectual property of the IC to detect HTs, provided that user has access to a hardware
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description language code or netlist of the circuit. In the recent past, different frameworks
have been presented to formalize and analyze security properties. Zhang et al. propose an
approach that applies multistage assertion-based verification, equivalence and code coverage analysis, redundant circuit removal for isolation of suspicious signals, and sequential
automatic test pattern generations [56]. Lodhi et al. propose to utilize model checking for
analyzing the delay-based vulnerabilities in circuits [32, 24, 33]. In these approaches, the
timing behavior and functionalities of circuits are translated into the corresponding statespace model and LTL properties, respectively. Rathmair et al. present a property-checkingbased method which verifies functional properties deduced from system specification using
a model checker. The counterexample is subsequently analyzed to detect potential attack
paths [43]. Ngo et al. propose a methodology to use assertions derived from temporal logic
and converting them into a synthesizable checker [39]. This method involves identification
and verification of critical behavioral invariants using assertion-based property specification
language (PSL). The verified behavioral invariants are used to design the hardware property
checker, which is subsequently integrated in ICs to verify the properties. Similarly, Hasan
et al. propose a model checking technique that models the functional patterns of specific
design units in order to reveal malicious activities in the design [21]. The counterexamples
generated from the validation of specified computation tree logic (CTL) properties, are used
to identify the relevant signals that can be monitored in hardware design [21].
These existing techniques employ formal verification to analyze the effects of the functional Trojans when the malicious payload is triggered. However, the available techniques
cannot be used to analyze the effects of non-functional HTs, which either intend to exhaust system resources in terms of power, or leak information covertly through capacitive
loads. Such HTs may comprise additional gates or components inserted in parallel to the
inputs or outputs while not altering the functionality of the IC [51], or they may increase
the likelihood of system failure by modifying transistor geometries [48]. The effects of the
non-functional HTs cannot be analyzed by the properties specified solely for the functional
verification of ICs. Therefore, the Trojans which affect delay and power require performance
and behavioral testing for their analysis [21].
We present an extended version of the vulnerability assessment method of an IC against
the HTs, originally presented by Abbasi et al. [3], in this paper. In addition to switching
power and propagation delay, we introduce leakage power parameter to examine the susceptibility of gate level netlist against HTs. We improve the vulnerability analysis technique
by introducing an input vector-based method which facilitates us to analyze the effects of
intrusions with a smaller footprint. This method significantly reduces the size of the statespace models for ICs compared to earlier work [3], which considers all combinations of gate
sizes in order to compute bounds for side channel parameters. Moreover, we propose an
algorithm which allows vulnerability analysis of significantly larger ICs (approximately 27
times) compared to the ones analyzed in [3]. We translate the IC netlist to a state-space
model and verify it against the identified set of functional and behavioral properties that
can be effected by any malicious modification in the IC. The model is then intruded with
the expected malicious behavior, and counterexamples are analyzed for the multiple side
channel parameters to quantify the vulnerability of a region. The proposed LTL properties
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are based on functional and physical behaviors of systems. We propose to use the symbolic
model checker nuXmv [11] for analysis because of its ability to handle real numbers and
implicit dealing of state counters. The main contributions of this paper are:
1. A methodology based on input vectors to compute bounds for side channel parameters,
i. e., leakage power, switching power and propagation delay.
2. A counterexample analysis algorithm to verify the behavioral modeling of the IC, and
to analyze the vulnerabilities.
3. Integrating leakage power side channel parameter in proposed framework to analyze
effects of HTs.
4. Incorporating the effects of process variations on side channel parameters to analyze
the uncertain behavior of HTs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the nuXmv
model checker and performance parameters used in gate models. In Section 3, we explain
the proposed methodology for vulnerability analysis followed by the gate level modeling in
the nuXmv model checker in Section 4, and verification in Section 5. In Section 6, we give
case studies to evaluate our proposed methodology, and Section 7 presents the results and
discusses its observations.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the model checking and performance parameters, i. e.,
switching power, leakage power and propagation delay.
2.1. Model Checking
Model checking [20] is primarily used as a verification technique for reactive systems,
i. e., the systems that compute by reacting to stimuli from their environments. The inputs
to a model checker include a finite-state model of the system that needs to be analyzed along
with the intended system properties, which are expressed in temporal logic. The analysis
of any system based on model checking comprises of three essential steps: (1) The system
is first translated to a state-space model using the formal system specification language of
the model checker. (2) The behavioral or functional properties to be verified for the given
system are identified and subsequently formalized using the property specification language.
(3) Finally, the model checker is invoked for the automatic verification of whether the system
satisfies the properties. The model checker automatically and exhaustively verifies if the
properties hold for the given system while providing an error trace in case of a failing
property. The state space of a system grows exponentially with the increase in the size of
system variables and their possible values. Thus, it becomes computationally impossible
to explore the entire state space with limited resources of time and memory for larger
models. This problem, termed as state-space explosion, is usually resolved by using efficient
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algorithms and techniques, like symbolic and bounded model checking (BMC) [9]. The main
idea in BMC is to search for a counterexample in executions whose length is bounded by
some integer k. If no counterexample is found then the value of integer is increased until
some pre-known upper bound is reached which is called the completeness threshold of the
design. Determining completeness threshold for general linear temporal logic is an open
question [9]. Typically, the model is considered correct if no counterexamples are generated
for significantly large values of k. In our case, if the model is incorrect, the counterexamples
are generated even on smaller values of k, mostly for the value less than the half of the
number of inputs.
2.2. nuXmv Model Checker
The nuXmv is a symbolic model checker for finite and infinite-state transition systems
[11]. It builds upon the NuSMV open source model checker [14] and complements its verification techniques by sharing basic functionalities, such as flattening of design, boolean
encoding of scalar variables, and representation of finite state machines at different levels
of abstraction. For dealing with infinite state spaces, nuXmv introduces new data types of
Reals and unbounded Integers. Moreover, it provides new algorithms combining abstraction
with BMC and k-induction. These algorithms encode the model checking problem over the
abstract state space as satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) problems using MathSAT interface [35]. These features avoid the possible bottleneck of abstraction computation, which
allows us to analyze larger ICs. The quantitative characteristics of the state-space model
can be analyzed by specifying real-time specifications. Whenever a specified property is
determined to be false, a counterexample is shared in the form of an error trace of the state
space that falsifies the property. In the context of our work, the nuXmv model checker effectively models continuous values of switching power, leakage power and propagation delays
of given IC.
2.2.1. nuXmv Modeling Language and Functions
The input language of nuXmv allows the description of finite and infinite-state synchronous fair transition systems. The language provides modular hierarchical descriptions
by defining reusable modules that encapsulate declarations, constraints and specifications.
Identifiers in the nuXmv input language may refer to five different entities: modules, module instances, variables, defines, and symbolic constants. A module can contain instances of
other modules, allowing a structural hierarchy to be built. There must be one module with
the name main with no formal parameters. Variable, module instance, and define identifiers
are introduced in a program when the module containing their declarations is instantiated.
Inside a module, the variables, defines and module instances may be referenced by the simple
identifiers. nuXmv supports the types of boolean, enumeration, integer, real, word, array,
and set. Table 1 provides the mathematical interpretations of some frequently used nuXmv
symbols and functions.
2.2.2. Specifications and Analysis Commands
The specifications to be checked can be expressed in LTL, CTL, and PSL, which includes
CTL and LTL with Sequential Extended Regular Expressions (SERE), in nuXmv. LTL
5

Table 1: nuXmv Symbols and Functions

Expression
&
!
|
->
<->
!=
bool
toint
uwconst
floor
{a,b,...,z}
mod
union
xor
DEFINE
sizeoff
<< / >>
VAR / IVAR
init
next
ASSIGN
INVAR

Meaning
Logical or bitwise AND
Logical or bitwise negation
Logical or bitwise OR
Logical or bitwise implication
Logical or bitwise equality
Inequality
Unsigned word and integer to boolean conversion
Word and boolean to integer constant conversion
Integer to unsigned word constant conversion
From a real to integer
Set expression
Integer remainder
Union of set expressions
Logic or bitwise exclusive-OR
Associates identifier with an expression
Word size as an integer
Bit shift left / bit shift right
State variable / input variable
The set of initial states of the model
Refers to the values of the variables in next state
Assignment of values to the initial and next states of the model
The set of invariant states of the model

properties are expressed with the help of logical operations like, AND (&), OR (|), equality
(<->), implication (->), and temporal operators, like Globally (G), Finally (F), next (X), and
until (U). Similarly, the CTL specifications can be written by combining logical operations
with quantified temporal operators, like exists globally (EG), forall finally (AF), exists next
state (EX), and forall globally (AG). Some of the frequently used analysis commands are
shown in Table 2.
2.3. Gate-Level Performance Parameters
In the recent past, various schemes has been proposed that use gate level characterization
as a basis to analyze intrusion effects in IC [51, 40, 50]. These techniques are based on
characterizing each gate in terms of its physical and performance parameters. The proposed
approach employs multiple side channel parameters, including switching power, leakage
power and delay for vulnerability assessment of the ICs.
2.3.1. Switching Power
Switching power is dissipated in an IC due to switching of the nodes during (dis)charging
of load capacitances associated with transistors and wires [47]. We use the switching power
model [52], presented in Equation 1, where f is the operating clock frequency, Vdd is the
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Table 2: Analysis Commands

Analysis Command
nuXmv -int
read model
flatten hierarchy
encode variables
go msat
msat pick state
msat simulate
msat check ltlspec bmc
execute traces
goto state
print current state
reset
set
msat dump frac as float
time

Meaning
Activating interactive shell of nuXmv from system prompt
Reading nuXmv file
Instantiation of modules and processes
Builds the BDD variables
Initializes the system for verification
Picks a state from the set of initial states
Generates a trace of the model from 0 (zero) to defined length k
LTL property check with bounded model checking
Executes complete traces on the model FSM
Goes to a given state of a trace
Prints out the current state
Resets the whole system to read another model
Sets an environment variable
Stores the fractions as floats
Provides CPU elapsed time value

voltage swing, and Ctotal is the total capacitance that is (dis)charged in a transition. If the
input signals to a gate remain unchanged, no switching occurs, and their is no switching
power consumption. The switching activity factor (α ∈ [0, 1]) is the probability that a clock
event results in a power consuming event at the gate output. Moreover, the total output
capacitance is the sum of parasitic capacitances of the individual gate and load capacitances
at its output node.
Pswitching = α · Ctotal · Vdd 2 · f
(1)
2.3.2. Propagation Delay
The propagation delay of a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) gate is
determined by the time that it takes to (dis)charge the internal parasitic capacitances and
external load [52]. We estimate the gate level delays based on individual transitions at the
gate inputs using the Elmore delay model [42], which computes the delay by considering
the circuit in the form of a Resistor-Capacitor (RC) network tree. The voltage source forms
the root of the tree, and capacitors are leaves at the ends of the branches. The RC network
models the circuit with capacitors from all nodes to ground, no capacitors connected between
non-ground nodes, and no resistors connected to ground. The Elmore delay approximation
is equivalent to the first-order time constant of the network:
τelmore =

N
X

Rik · Ck

(2)

k =1

Where, Ck is the capacitance at node k , and Rik is the shared resistance among the paths
from the root to node k and leaf i . The propagation delay of such a network is the time at
which the output voltage reaches 50% of the input voltage Vdd , which can be calculated by
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measuring the step response at the output, i. e., V (td ) = (1 − e −td /τ ) · Vdd [42]. Therefore,
the Elmore value can be scaled by 0.69 (ln2) to effectively compute 50% point delay as
follows:
td = ln(2 ) · τelmore
(3)
2.3.3. Subthreshold Leakage Power
Leakage power is dissipated in an IC primarily due to the undesirable flow of subthreshold current in the channel from Vdd to ground nodes, when transistor is in the Off state
[37]. With the devices being continuously scaled in the recent decades to achieve higher
density and performance, leakage power has become a significant portion of the total power
consumption in submicron CMOS process technologies [10]. Moreover, subthreshold leakage power is independent of the switching activity, and leakage current becomes a major
component within the total power consumption as it continuously flows through the devices even in steady-state. This gives an inherent advantage of using subthreshold leakage
power to detect malicious intrusions and ghost circuitry [23, 51], in comparison to switching
power and path delay, which entirely depends upon charging and discharging of internal
and node capacitances [3]. Equation 4 presents the subthreshold leakage current of N-type
metal-oxide-semiconductor (NMOS), and P-type metal-oxide-semiconductor (PMOS) per
transistor width [34], where W is the gate width, L is the effective channel length, n is the
transistor subthreshold slope factor, Cox is oxide capacitance, µ is effective carrier mobility,
σ is drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) factor, Vth is threshold voltage, φt = KT /q is
thermal voltage, K is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and q is the magnitude of
electrical charge on the electron.
ILeakage = 2 · n · µ · Cox ·

σ · Vdd − Vth
W
· φt 2 · exp(
)
L
n · φt

(4)

Given the optimal supply voltage Vdd , the leakage power of a MOSFET is computed as
follows:
PLeakage = Vdd · ILeakage
(5)
3. Proposed Methodology
This section explains our proposed methodology for vulnerability analysis using formal
verification.
3.1. Threat Model
Based on the vulnerabilities in the IC design cycle, threat models can be categorized
into different classes [55]. Our threat model is based on several assumptions. We assume
that the analysis is performed at the design stage, where we have access to the gate-level
netlist. We also assume that the attacker may add extra gate(s) [38] or components in
the circuit [54], and we define them as hardware intrusions. These extra gates may be
inserted within the circuit paths to change the functionality [54, 12], or parallel to the
computational paths to effect the performance of the circuit [51, 22]. Some of these intrusions
8

Figure 1: Examples of Hardware Trojans: a) Functionality change on specific inputs [12] (b) Modification
of functional behavior through logic changes [54] c) Adding capacitive load of gate [22] d) Modification in
propagation delay [54] e) Change in power characteristics [51]

can be within the computational paths but they do not alter the functionality, e. g., two
connected inverters [27]. These alterations may effect the behavior of the IC in terms
of power consumption and propagation delay due to additional capacitance induced by the
Trojan gates or components. We perform analysis at the pre-layout stage and we assume that
wires have negligible resistance and capacitance. As Figure 1 shows, the targeted Trojans
can be either triggered under specific conditions to change the functionality (functional
HT), or they are in the form of additional gates or capacitive loads to effect the electrical
characteristics of the IC. Moreover, we consider the effects on the side channel behavior due
to gate resizing attacks [40]. We perform the vulnerability analysis by assuming that the
HT gate(s) are inserted at arbitrary locations within ICs.
3.2. Formal Framework for Vulnerability Analysis
The first step of our proposed framework is to develop the library of gate models as
depicted in Figure 2. We build the comprehensive models of universal gates comprising
of NAND, NOR and NOT. Using the CMOS technology process parameters and technical
specification, the models for gate leakage power, switching power and propagation delay have
been characterized. Moreover, a library of the models for other types of complex gates with
multiple inputs is constructed based on the basic universal gates, which can be utilized to
design any given IC. The developed gate models are generic and technology independent, and
can be customized based on the characteristic parameters of a particular VLSI technology.
The state-space model for any given netlist is developed by using individual gate models
in the library. Moreover, expressions for switching power, leakage power and propagation
delay are defined in order to compute their values for the given IC. The inputs and outputs
of the individual gate modules are interconnected as per the available information in the
IC netlist. Subsequently, the outputs and activity factors at all the individual nodes of
IC can be measured accurately. A nuXmv model comprises of a MAIN module and several
other modules that interact with one another in the MAIN module, thus allowing a modular
programming approach. The constructed state-space model is tested against an identified set
of functional and behavioral properties. The functional check of the IC model is performed
using a set of test vectors to ascertain the desired functional accuracy of the model. By
9

Figure 2: Formal Framework for Vulnerability Analysis of Integrated Circuits

verifying temporal logic properties, we check the behavior of IC switching power, leakage
power and path delay against the respective bounds. We incorporate the effects of process
variations in our generic framework by varying the nominal value of Vth [51] in the gate-level
models while computing the bounds for side channel parameters. The successful verification
of all the specified properties substantiates the validity of the IC model. On the other hand,
the failure of a property identifies a modeling error, which can be corrected followed by a
re-verification.
In the next phase of the our proposed methodology, we evaluate the effects of different
types of HTs on the IC model. The insertion of functional Trojans may lead to the failure of
a certain activity or a task of IC for specific inputs, whereas, non-functional Trojans affect
the IC in terms of its behavior and performance. We analyze the effects of both types of HTs
by testing the intruded model of IC against the specified power and timing LTL properties.
The model checker generates a number of counterexamples during the verification process
of the intruded IC model, depending upon the type and instances of HT gates. This follows
the diagnosis process to assess their impact on the adjacent nodes of the IC with the detailed
analysis of individual traces generated by the counterexamples. The individual gates and
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specific nodes which perpetrate towards the failure of defined bounds, are closely examined.
Like any other gate, a Trojan gate also acts as a capacitive load to the preceding gate thus
resulting in an increase in its switching power and propagation delay. Whereas, the leakage
power of the Trojan gate increases the global power of an IC and can be identified even in
the steady mode. Our modeling approach supports analysis of all types of HTs that may
be placed at different locations of ICs in multiple numbers. After analyzing an individual
counterexample, the model is re-verified to search for additional counterexamples until the
model is completely verified. During the verification process, the values of the input bits
are non-deterministically provided, and the counterexample analysis manifests the specific
inputs vectors which results in violating the bounds at a particular state of the intruded IC
model. Moreover, counterexamples elaborate the intrusion effects at the adjacent nodes in
terms of power consumption and propagation delay.
4. Modeling Approach in nuXmv
In this section, we describe a nuXmv modeling approach that facilitates development of
state-space model of a given IC. This model can in turn be used to analyze IC vulnerabilities.
4.1. CMOS Technology Parameters
The first step in the proposed modeling approach is the identification of required CMOS
design parameters of the target VLSI technology as depicted in Figure 3. Based on the
technology parameters, we develop the models for switching power, path delay and leakage
power by using Equations 1, 3, and 5, respectively. The gate level estimation of these models
requires various parameters, such as effective minimum length and width of transistor’s
gate, drain, and source, threshold voltages, electron and holes mobilities, thickness oxide,
subthreshold swing coefficient, and the technology specific capacitances. We determine the
technology parameters from the process specification document that provides the details of
the process models and their specific measurement conditions. Moreover, we also verify the
individual measurements by plotting the DC and model parameters of the technology using
spectre circuit simulator in Cadence CAD tool [2]. Subsequently, using these values, other
parameters like leakage current, gate and drain capacitances, MOSFET ON resistances,
total load and junction capacitances, can be computed in accordance with the respective
fanouts of individual gates.
4.2. Gate Level Modeling
Using the technology parameters, we develop individual models for the universal gates,
i. e., NAND, NOR and NOT as shown in Figure 3. We build the gate library comprising of
multi-input complex gates and modules using the basic models of the universal gates. For
illustration purposes, we describe the two input NAND gate model, and all the other gates
can be developed similarly with different parameter values based on their transistor level
structure.
As depicted in Figure 4, a two input CMOS NAND gate is composed of two pMOS
transistors, connected in parallel, and two nMOS transistors connected in series. We model
11

Figure 3: Gate Level Modeling

the gate capacitance for an individual pMOS/nMOS transistor as follows [42]:
CgMOS = FO · WR · (CGSO + CGDO + Wmin · Leff · Cox )

(6)

where FO represents the fanout of the gate, WR is the width ratio, CGSO and CGDO are the
parasitic capacitances between gate and source (drain) that are called overlap capacitances,
Wmin and L are the minimum width and effective length, and Cox is the oxide capacitance
per unit area of the gate. MOS transistor-level model has many non-linear capacitances,
however, to make the analysis scalable, it is generally assumed that individual capacitances
can be lumped together into one single load capacitor [42]. Using this approximation, we
define the load capacitance (Cload ) of a single gate by addition of the gate capacitances at
its output node as follows:
Cload =

p
X

CgpMOSi +

i=1

n
X

CgnMOSj

(7)

j =1

The internal diffusion capacitance, also referred to as the intrinsic capacitance, contributes
significantly towards the total load driven by the gate. This capacitance depends on both the
sidewall perimeter (PS ) and area (AS ) of the source (drain) diffusion region. The minimum
drain diffusion capacitance (Cdmin ) for a single transistor is computed as follows [52]:
Cdmin = AS · Cjbd + PS · Cjbsdw

(8)

where Cjbd is the capacitance per unit area between the body and bottom of the drain, and
Cjbsdw is the capacitance per unit length of the junction between the body and side walls
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Figure 4: Modeling of Two Input NAND Gate

of the drain. The minimum source diffusion capacitance (Csmin ) is determined in a similar
manner. We compute the diffusion capacitance (Cdiff ) at the output node of the NAND
gate as follows:


Cdiff = 2 · FO · WRp · Wpmin · Cpdmin + FO · WRn · Wnmin · Cndmin
(9)
where Cpdmin and Cndmin represents the minimum intrinsic capacitance for the pMOS and
nMOS transistors, respectively. The total capacitance (Ctotal ) at the output is computed by
the addition of Cdiff and Cload as follows:
Ctotal = Cload + Cdiff

(10)

We compute the switching power of an individual gate using the model given in Equation 1.
The state-space model is used to compute the activity factors of all the gates available in
the netlist using their transition probabilities.
We model the propagation delay of gates by computing the time required for (dis)charging
the intrinsic and load capacitances. When the transistor is in the On state, it exhibits a
resistive behavior in a path from drain to source, which can be represented as a linear On
resistance, Ron [44] as follows:
Ron =

µ · Cox

L
· W · (Vgs − Vth )

(11)

The propagation delay is estimated on all possible gate level transitions while considering
the capacitances, which will either change or remain constant. Our proposed approach of
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gate level modeling also considers the effects of (dis)charging of capacitances at the internal
nodes of transistors stacks. For instance, capacitance is required to be charged at the nMOS
stack of the NAND gate when nMOS1 transistor shown in Figure 4 is On and nMOS2 is
n
Off. For n input gate, there are a total of 2n input transitions, however, only those state
transitions are considered, which change the output state, i. e., by (dis)charging of load.
Table 3 gives the Elmore delay relation for 6 possible transitions.
Table 3: Elmore Delay Calculation NAND Gate

Input State

Output State

Transition

Transition

01 → 11

1→0

2 ·Rn · Ctotal /FO · WRn

10 → 11

1→0

(2 ·Rn · Ctotal + Rn · Cnstack )/FO · WRn

00 → 11

1→0

2 ·Rn · Ctotal /FO · WRn

11 → 01

0→1

Rp · Ctotal /FO · WRp

11 → 00

0→1

Rp · Ctotal /2 · FO · WRp

11 → 10

0→1

Rp · (Ctotal + Cnstack )/FO · WRp

Elmore Delay (τ )

We model the subthreshold leakage current using Equation 4 while considering the effective carrier mobility of transistors [52]. The gate oxide capacitance is calculated as
Cox = εox /tox [42], where, εox = 3 .9 × εo is the oxide permittivity, and tox is the thickness of oxide. The total leakage is the sum of leakage power of individual transistors that
are Off, which essentially depends on the input vector. The stacking of two Off transistors
in series significantly reduces the subthreshold leakage compared to a single Off transistor
[37]. For instance, the two nMOS transistors in the NAND gate, shown in Figure 4, are in
series and as a result of the stack effect on input vector 00, the total leakage current reduces
−(Vdd ·σ)
by virtue of Kirchhoff’s current law [52]. We model the leakage power
by a factor 10 n
for the two input NAND gate for the respective input states as shown in Table 4.
Primarily, the switching power consumption and path delay depend upon (dis)charging
of individual capacitances, whereas, IC leaks power even at the steady state. We illustrate
this fact by considering a model of a single inverter, which drives the load of another inverter
and a two input NAND gate connected at its output node as shown in Figure 5. The total
capacitance at the input node is equivalent to the sum of the gate capacitances of NOT2
and NAND, i. e., Cgnot and Cgnand along with the diffusion capacitance Cd of gate NOT1.
The status of compute switching power (CSP ), compute leakage power (CLP ) and estimate
delay (ED) flags indicate whether power has been dissipated or delay has been propagated
at a specific state. The State 0 at input low indicates that only CLP flag is high, and owing
to no transition, the CSP and ED flags are low since no capacitance is discharged. However,
if the input transitions to high, the capacitance at the node out is required to be discharged.
The CSP and ED flags are set to high at State 1 which indicates that the switching power
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Table 4: Leakage Power NAND Gate

State
00

Leakage Power
2 · F O · Vdd · nn · µn · Cox · W Rn ·

W nmin
Ln

−(Vdd ·σn )

−Vthn
) · 10 nn
· φt 2 · exp( σn ·Vnddn ·φ
t

01

2 · F O · Vdd · nn · µn · Cox · W Rn ·

W nmin
Ln

−Vthn
) + np · µp · Cox · W Rp ·
· φt 2 · exp( σn ·Vnddn ·φ
t

W pmin
Lp

· φt 2 · exp(

σp ·Vdd −Vthp 
)
np ·φt

10

2 · F O · Vdd · nn · µn · Cox · W Rn ·

W nmin
Ln

−Vthn
) + np · µp · Cox · W Rp ·
· φt 2 · exp( σn ·Vnddn ·φ
t

W pmin
Lp

· φt 2 · exp(

σp ·Vdd −Vthp 
)
np vφt

11

4 · F O · Vdd · np · µp · Cox · W Rp ·

W pmin
Lp

· φt 2 · exp(

σp ·Vdd −Vthp 
)
np ·φt

Figure 5: The State-Space Model of an Inverter (NOT1)

and delay are computed at this state. If the input again transitions to low from State 1, out
goes to high as the same capacitance is required to be charged at State 3, else if the input
remains high, neither switching power is consumed nor the delay is propagated at State 2
as depicted by the respective flags. The state-space model shows that the leakage power
is evaluated at all the respective states, i. e., independent of the transition at the output
as indicated by the CLP flag, which supports the fact that leakage power has a significant
advantage over other side channel parameters for intrusion detection [23, 51].
Consider a CMOS gate which is driving a load equal to Ctotal at its output node. If a
malicious gate with gate capacitance Cint is added at the output of this gate, then Ctotal is
changed to Ctotal = Cload + Cdiff + Cint . This increase in capacitance can effect the overall
performance of the gate in terms of its side channel parameters.
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Figure 6: Computation of Probabilities for Logical Transitions

4.3. Netlist Translation
The gate level netlist provides the connectivity description of a circuit, and by using
the available information, we translate the netlist to the corresponding state-space model.
A gate module is defined by using various parameters, such as variable inputs, transition
probabilities, load capacitances, and the gate size. The transition probability of every net in
the circuit is determined assuming the probability of 0.5 for 0 and 1 at the primary inputs.
The probabilities of the subsequent nodes of the circuit depends on the driving gates and
their input probabilities. For instance, consider a two gates circuit having primary inputs
A, B and C, and output Y. The probabilities at the intermediate node X, and the output
node Y, are computed from the truth table of the NAND and NOR gates, respectively, as
depicted in Figure 6. Similarly, we compute the probabilities at each of the intermediate
and output nodes of the circuit using the individual gate modules defined in the library. The
total load to be driven by the gate is computed by the addition of the intrinsic capacitance
for the gate size, with the gate capacitances of the connected gates at the output node.
We use developed library of CMOS gates to imitate the description of a circuit as per the
instances given in the netlist. The specified approach facilitates to develop the state-space
models of larger circuits and their subsequent analysis.
5. Model Verification and Vulnerability Analysis
The next step is to validate the developed models of ICs against the identified properties
using the BMC support of nuXmv model checker. The functional verification of the IC model
is first performed using the formally specified functional properties. Following the successful
functional check, the performance properties are tested to ascertain that the IC remains
between the specified boundaries defined for the side channel parameters. The behavior of
the attacks is imitated by intruding the model at different locations using functional and nonfunctional HTs comprising of different number of gates. This generates counterexample(s)
which are used to analyze the vulnerabilities in the circuit in terms of its behavior and
performance.
We propose a set of properties in temporal logic that can be used to analyze the vulnerabilities in any given IC. We first ensure the functional accuracy and desired behavior using
these properties. Any functional failure generates an error trace in the form of a counterexample, which can be used for debugging purpose and thus revising the model accordingly.
After the functional testing, we verify the switching power, path delay and leakage power
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characteristics of the IC against the bounds identified for these side channel parameters.
The maximum switching power and delay of a single gate in a netlist is determined by the
specific input that induces the maximum capacitance to be (dis)charged in the given IC configuration. Similarly, maximum and minimum bounds for the leakage power dissipation for
a single gate are determined by the input vector that provides the maximum and minimum
leakage in the Off transistors, respectively, in the given configuration. These bounds for
the entire IC are thus identified by addition of the estimated bound values of the individual
gates. We do not consider minimum switching power and path delay as these values are
negligible in the steady state condition. These bounds for an IC comprising of n gates are
computed as per the following definitions:
P
1. The maximum bound for switching power is modeled as ni=1 SPimax , where SPimax
represents the maximum switching power of the i th gate.
2. P
The maximum bound for delay of the k th path comprising of m gates is modeled as
m
th
i=1 D(k )imax , where D(k )imax is the maximum delay of the i gate in selected path.
Pn
3. The maximum/minimum bound of leakage power is modeled as
i=1 LPimax /imin ,
where LPimax /imin is the maximum/minimum leakage power dissipated by the ith gate.
The proposed framework has the provision to consider the effects of process variations on
the side channel parameters due to change in specific technology parameters. We perform
the design stage analysis by considering the variation in the nominal value of Vth [51], and
its corresponding effects on the gate-level computations. The upper and lower bounds for
the respective side channel parameters can be computed while assuming the variation of Vth
in terms of percentage change [17].
5.1. Algorithm for Vulnerability Analysis
We propose Algorithm 1 that comprises of a set of LTL properties to analyze the statespace model M of the given IC. The vulnerability analysis of the model is performed by
incorporating the behavior of functional and non-functional HTs and generating the corresponding counterexamples.
5.1.1. LTL Properties for Switching Power
To analyze the effects on the switching power, we propose Property I which states that
there exists a state in which switching power exceeds the maximum bound, which can be
true if any intrusion has a significant impact on the switching power. On the other hand,
if the property is false then it indicates the scenario in which either there is no intrusion in
the IC or the switching power fails to detect the HTs.
Property I : F (SP ! = 0 → (SPmax < SP1 + SP2 + -- + SPn ))

If the Property I holds true, then we use Property II to generate the error trace for the
switching power parameter.
Property II : G(SP ! = 0 → (SPmax >= SP1 + SP2 + -- + SPn ))
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Algorithm 1 : Algorithm for Vulnerability Analysis
Input:
M : State space model of the IC
SPmax : Maximum switching power
LPmax : Maximum leakage power
LPmin : Minimum leakage power
D(1 )max ..D(k )max : Maximum delay for each of the k paths of IC
Analysis:
1 while (Property I 6= FALSE) do
. Maximum bound for switching power
2
Generate counterexample using Property II
3
Add counterexample as an exception
4 end while
5 while (Property III 6= FALSE) do
. Maximum bound for propagation delay
6
Generate counterexample using Property IV
7
Add counterexample as an exception
8 end while
9 while (Property V 6= FALSE) do
. Maximum bound for leakage power
10
Generate counterexample using Property VII
11
Add counterexample as an exception
12 end while
13 while (Property VI 6= FALSE) do
. Minimum bound for leakage power
14
Generate counterexample using Property VIII
15
Add counterexample as an exception
16 end while

The counterexample driven analysis is performed to identify the effected nodes and the
vulnerable locations in the circuit. After the analysis, the counterexample is added as an
exception in Property I, and the process is repeated until all generated counterexamples are
analyzed and this property becomes false.
5.1.2. LTL Properties for Propagation Delay
The analysis for the propagation delay is performed using Properties III and IV as shown
in Lines 5 to 8 of Algorithm 1. Property III is true if HT has a significant impact on the
propagation delay of the k th path of IC.
Property III : F (D(k ) ! = 0 → (D(k )max < D1 (k ) + D2 (k ) + -- + Dm (k )))

The failure of this property illustrates that either there is no intrusion in IC or the propagation delay check fails to identify the HT gate(s). We propose to verify Property IV which
performs the counterexample analysis, whenever Property III becomes true.
Property IV : G(D(k ) ! = 0 → (D(k )max >= D1 (k ) + D2 (k ) + -- + Dm (k )))

5.1.3. LTL Properties for Leakage Power
The leakage power can be predominantly used to analyze the effects of HTs, as leakage
occurs even if their is no activity in the IC. Moreover, it can analyze the DoS attack [4, 8]
which may result in disabling a portion of the IC or its specific function. This type of DoS
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Figure 7: Counterexample Analysis of IC Model

attack may be identified by depicting the decrease of leakage dissipation, if it violates the
minimum bound specified for the leakage power parameter. The increase in the leakage
power consumption is identified if the Property V holds true.
Property V : F (LPmax < LP1 + LP2 + -- + LPn )

Similarly, we propose the following property to identify a decrease in the leakage power
below its minimum bound.
Property VI : F (LPmin > LP1 + LP2 + -- + LPn )

The counterexample driven analysis for the leakage power is performed using the following two properties. Moreover, the effects of multiple intruded gates can be analyzed by
recursively checking the above-mentioned properties as shown in Line 9 to 16.
Property VII : G(LPmax >= LP1 + LP2 + -- + LPn )
Property VIII : G(LPmin <= LP1 + LP2 + -- + LPn )

5.2. Counterexample Analysis
The counterexample(s) generated by Algorithm 1 allows us to analyze the behavior of ICs
against the functional and non-functional HTs. The assessment of power and propagation
delay at the specific nodes under diverse intrusions illustrates the sensitivity of these nodes to
variation in side channel parameters. The analysis based on the counterexample facilitates
in devising the strategy to identify the vulnerable locations within IC. In the proposed
approach, a counterexample is provided whenever we encounter a state that violates the
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specified property, i. e., when either of the defined side channel parameters contradicts the
stated bounds. The nuXmv model checker provides the counterexample in the form of
finite sequence of transitions through different states using its SMT solver. The initial
state of a counterexample trace depicts the values of state variables being initialized. The
subsequent states of the error trace show the computed values of the side channel parameters
of individual gates and modules on respective input vectors. The nuXmv model checker
provides a flexible control for displaying either all the variables of the constructed model, or
the variables which are updated in that particular state.
The number of variables in the model increases for the larger ICs, which in turn augments
the complexity, and the counterexample analysis ends to take a longer time. However, the
proposed algorithm and the modular structure of gate models reduces the complexity by
allowing to construct and analyze the switching power, leakage power and delay models
separately. Our proposed approach has an inherent advantage of compositional analysis, as
shown in Figure 7. We can partition the IC into distinct regions or components, and specify
the properties for the individual parts to effectively analyze the Trojan-inserted regions. For
example, we may perform power analysis of the IC given in Figure 7, by dividing the IC into
n distinct regions with approximately equal number of gates. The modular structure allows
us to specify power property for each region separately. This approach helps in reducing
the time and memory resources required for the counterexample analysis. The analysis may
further be confined by specifying power properties for individual components within the
specified regions, e. g., Component 2 of Region 3.
6. Case Studies
We illustrate the usefulness of our proposed framework, by analyzing the behavior of
ISCAS85 benchmark combinational IC C3540 [19] against the functional and non-functional
HTs. The benchmark is an 8-bit ALU that performs BCD and binary arithmetic operations
along with the logic and shift operations. The IC comprises of 13 distinct modules, including
main ALU core, a BCD adder and a subtractor, 8 bit shifter, and number of multiplexer
units to control various operations of ALU as shown in Figure 8. The IC has a total number
of 50 inputs that include data, control signals and the carry input. Moreover, the IC is
designed with a total number of 1669 logic gates, and has 22 output signals [1].
6.1. State-Space Modeling
We translate the gate level netlist into corresponding state-space model based on the
connectivity description of ALU. The ALU has 490 inverters, 223 buffers and 956 gates (298
NANDs + 498 ANDs + 68 NORs + 92 ORs) [1]. Each gate module provides the expressions
for estimating output, intrinsic and load capacitances, fanout, and activity factor that are
used to compute its side channel parameters. The individual gate output is transmitted to
the interconnected gates, along with its transition probabilities. Moreover, the total gate
capacitances of the driven gates are passed as load to the preceding gate, based on which
side channel parameters are computed. By employing this procedure, we describe all the
gates and their connectivity in the main module of nuXmv to generate the formal model.
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Figure 8: ISCAS85 C3540 ALU [1]

6.2. Model Verification
After the state space of the ALU is defined, the next step is to conduct the functionality
test. The ALU core provides a set of 16 arithmetic and logical operations, respectively,
that can be selected from the control bits. The functionality check of the modeled ALU is
performed by specifying the LTL properties for each of the mathematical function using the
description of control bits. For instance, we specify the following LTL property to test the
arithmetic addition of the 8-bit data buses A and B as follows:
G(ctrl [0 ] = F & ctrl [1 ] = F & ctrl [2 ] = F & ctrl [3 ] = F & ctrl [4 ] = F & ctrl [5 ] = F & ctrl [6 ]
= F & ctrl [7 ] = F & ctrl [8 ] = T & ctrl [9 ] = T & ctrl [10 ] = F & ctrl [11 ] = F & ctrl [12 ] = T
→ (Z = A + B ))

The control bit selection status T and F corresponds to TRUE and FALSE , respectively,
in nuXmv model checker. By using the stated control signals, the data buses A and B are
selected using multiplexer Modules 3 and 4, respectively as depicted in Figure 8. Following
the functional testing of ALU, we apply the Algorithm 1 to verify the behavior of the IC.
Properties I, III, V and VII are used to check that whether the bounds for the side channel
parameters are violated along with any of the execution path. For instance, we define the
following LTL property to check the switching power consumption of the ALU IC. The
failure of this property shows that the maximum switching power is greater than or equal
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to the computed switching power of the IC. –
F (SP ! = 0 → (SP max < g1 .SP + g2 .SP + -- + g1669 .SP ))

However, if this property is true, then we apply the following property to generate the
counterexamples for analysis as described in Algorithm 1.
G(SP ! = 0 → (SP max >= g1 .SP + g2 .SP + -- + g1669 .SP ))

Similarly, the properties for the delay parameter can be specified for the analysis. For
example, consider the IC paths from the control inputs of ALU, which are used to select
the arithmetic and logic operations for the output 8-bit bus Z. We specify the following
property to check the delay from control input ctrl[7] to output z[7] described as Net 169
and Net 375, respectively, in the netlist.
F (D(1 ) ! = 0 → (D(1 ) max < or1541 .D + nand1542 .D + buff1545 .D + and1611 .D + and1616 .D
+ nor1617 .D + and2687 .D + or2690 .D + and375 .D))

If this property fails then we take its complement to generate the error trace as depicted
by Property IV in Algorithm 1. Similarly, we use Properties V-VIII to ascertain that the
leakage power lies within the specified bounds.
6.3. Vulnerability Analysis
We present the effectiveness of our approach by performing vulnerability analysis of ALU
against functional and non-functional HTs.
6.3.1. Analysis for Functional HT
We evaluate our methodology against a functional HT that comprises of an AND and
XOR gate [12] as depicted in Figure 9. This functional HT occupies approximately 0.14% of
the total area of ALU. The AND gate generates a trigger signal whenever the most significant
bits of both data buses A and B are simultaneously High. The XOR gate acts as a payload
which inverts the status of control input ctrl[7], when it receives a trigger signal. The circuit
works normally on all the other combinations of data bits at inputs. The control signal
ctrl[7] forms the least significant bit of the four signals that are used to control the entire
functionality of the ALU and thus the output of the ALU is always corrupted whenever the
HT is triggered.
The analysis of the intruded model of ALU is performed using Algorithm 1. We use the
nuXmv’s BMC support for real numbers with a k-bound value that is atleast equivalent to
the number of inputs of an IC. We first perform the analysis without considering the effects
of process variations. Property I, specified for the ALU, verifies the presence of intrusion
in the model. Therefore, we generate the counterexample using Property II to perform
the analysis. We assess the behavior of the IC by observing the input vectors, total power
consumption of the IC, modules and gates at every state of the generated trace. The total
capacitive load observed from data signals and control signal ctrl[7] increases due to extra
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Figure 9: Functional HT Insertion in ALU Module

gates. For instance, there is a XOR gate between ctrl[7] and node N169, which is further
connected to eight 3-input AND gates and a 2-input OR gate as shown in Figure 9. Using
Properties I and II for the switching power parameter, the behavior of the intruded model of
ALU is analyzed using two counterexamples. Similarly, this functional HT affects the delay
of 17 propagation paths from ctrl[7] to the outputs of ALU. For each propagation path, a
single error trace is generated by Property IV of Algorithm 1. The counterexamples show
that how the individual nodes are effected due to additional capacitive loads. Similarly,
the leakage power of each inserted gate, shown in Figure 9, adds to the total power of
the IC. Using Properties V and VII of Algorithm 1, the behavior of IC is assessed using
two generated counterexamples. The analysis shows inserted malicious gates increase the
total leakage of the IC and the maximum bound for the leakage power is violated. We
also evaluated this functional HT while considering the effects of process variations on the
side channel parameters. The analysis results show that the effects of switching power,
propagation delay, and leakage power become noticeable when the sizes of the HT gates are
6, 1, and 16, respectively, due to the 10% variation in the nominal value of Vth .
6.3.2. Analysis for Non-functional HT
We evaluate the proposed approach against non-functional HTs by considering the effects
of the fanout load of inverters and capacitors across the nodes that generate the lower nibble
of the data output as shown in Figure 10. This HT occupies approximately 0.08% of the
total area of ALU. The capacitors are either charged or discharged depending on the data
output, and we assume their capacitance value to be equal to 10 fF. This type of HT connects
to existing wires without altering the functionality, and allows the HT to monitor or leak
circuit states [22, 8]. Moreover, with this HT in place the attacker can transmit the values,
by means of data transmission or by using a wire as antenna [48].
The two input AND gates connected to the output nodes of the ALU are driving the
additional capacitive loads at the data bit transitions. We perform the vulnerability analysis
using Algorithm 1, which generates eight counterexamples using Properties I and II. The
analysis shows that an increment in the load capacitance affects the power consumption of
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Figure 10: Non-Functional HT Insertion in Multiplexer Module 11

the gates connected at the adjacent nodes. This HT affects the propagation delay of 144
paths from the inputs to the specified output nodes. Property IV generates two counterexample traces for the delay of each propagation path. Similarly, at any given boolean input,
each of the intruded inverter leaks current since one of its component transistors (pMOS
or nMOS) remains in the Off state. Properties V and VII of Algorithm 1, generate four
counterexamples, which are analyzed to study the impact of intrusions on the leakage power
parameter. We evaluated this non-functional HT while incorporating the effects of process
variations on the side channel parameters. The analysis shows that the effects of switching
power, propagation delay, and leakage power become prominent when the sizes of the HT
gates are 9, 2, and 20, respectively, due to 10% variation in the nominal value of Vth .
7. Results and Discussion
We evaluate our vulnerability analysis framework on a set of benchmarks given in Table 5 and 6. We use Version 1.1.1 of the nuXmv model checker along with the Windows
10 Professional OS running on a Core i7 processor, 3.4 GHz, with 8 GB memory for our
experiments. For each benchmark, we evaluate two cases [22]: one where the single HT gate
is inserted randomly within the computational paths of IC at the input, intermediate and
output stages, and one where the HT gate is inserted in parallel to the computational paths
at the respective stages. To facilitate the understanding of formalization process, we have
provided an example model of a benchmark circuit as an appendix of this paper, and the
rest of the models are also available online at [46]. We discuss the effects on the side channel
parameters when multiple HT gates are inserted at various locations of the IC. Moreover,
we elaborate the effects on the side channel parameters due to HTs under process variations.
7.1. Analyzing Functional HT within Computational Paths
The intrusion detection time for a single gate HT within computational paths of the
benchmarks is shown in Table 5. The results support the fact that with the increase in the
total number of IC gates, the intrusion detection time using switching power (S), propagation
delay (D) and leakage power (L) parameters increases exponentially. Moreover, the table
displays the number of counterexamples (CE) generated by Properties II, IV and VI along
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with the respective time for trace generation. The HT at the input stage effects the behavior
of all the side channel parameters. The effect of the switching power is propagated to all
the subsequent gates in the connected paths due to variation in their corresponding activity
factors. The activity factors of the individual gates gradually reduce at the intermediate
and output stages of an IC, and the HT gates within computational paths further decreases
these switching factors. Therefore, depending on the location of the intruded gate and the
types of the gates connected at its output node, the switching power parameter may fail to
indicate a small in-path intrusion, such as the intermediate stage of 4 bit ripple carry adder
(RCA) depicted in the Table 5. Similarly, we determine the effects in the propagation delay
of individual IC paths due to a single HT gate. Table 5 shows the intrusion detection time
and the number of counterexamples generated for single gate intrusions in the critical path.
It is observed that HT inserted at the input and intermediate stages has comparatively more
effect on the propagation delay, since it alters greater number of IC paths. The HT gate
leakage contributes to the total leakage power dissipation of an IC, and the violation for the
leakage power bound generates one counterexample in each case as depicted in Table 5.
Table 5: Vulnerability Analysis for Single Gate HT within Computational Paths

Design

Gates

C17

6

FA

16

RCA

64

C432

160

C3540

1669

HT Insertion
Stage
Input
Intermediate
Output
Input
Intermediate
Output
Input
Intermediate
Output
Input
Intermediate
Output
Input
Intermediate
Output

Intrusion Detection
Time (sec)
S
D
L
2
1.5
1
2.5
1.5
1.5
2.5
1.5
1
2.5
2
1.5
3
2
2
2.5
2
1.5
12
11
8.5
—
11.5
9.5
12.5
11
9
381
264
204
412
306
203
400
278
206
46720
33230
26150
47250
34170
26850
45880
33910
26540

Vulnerability Assessment
CE Time (sec)
CE
S
D
L
S
D
1.5
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
2
2
1.5
1
1
1
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1
1
2
2
1.5
1
2
6
5
1.5
2
2
5
4
3
1
1
—
4.5
3.5 —
1
5.5
4
3
1
1
62
15
8
1
1
190
27
9
2
1
174
29
8.5
2
2
960
170
83
1
1
990
350
87
1
2
1550
345
83
2
2

L
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7.2. Analyzing Non-functional HT in Parallel to Computational Paths
Table 6 shows the results for a single gate intrusion in parallel to the computational
paths at the input, output and intermediate stages without considering the process effects.
The HT at the input stage does not alter the activity factor of the subsequent gates, and
the effect of the switching power consumption is not propagated. Therefore, Property II
generates only one counterexample. However, for the intrusions at the other parts of IC,
Property II generates multiple counterexamples due to additional power of the HT gate and
its loading effects on the previous gates. The propagation delay of the paths is not effected
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by the intrusions in parallel to the path of ICs at input as shown in Table 6. The HT gates
in parallel to the computational paths at the intermediate and output stages have their
gate capacitances driven by the output node of the preceding gate. Therefore, Property
IV generates one counterexample for a single gate intrusion at the respective stages. The
leakage power component is independent of the switching activity of the IC, and insertion
of HT gate in any part of the IC generates single counterexample using Property VI.
Table 6: Vulnerability Analysis for Single Gate HT in Parallel to Computational Paths

Design

Gates

C17

6

FA

16

RCA

64

C432

160

C3540

1669

HT Insertion
Stage
Input
Intermediate
Output
Input
Intermediate
Output
Input
Middle
Output
Input
Intermediate
Output
Input
Intermediate
Output

Intrusion Detection
Time (sec)
S
D
L
2.5
—
2
3
2.5
2
2.5
2.5
2
3
—
2
3.5
3
2.5
3
3
2.5
11.5
—
9
12
11
9.5
12
11
9
393
—
203
373
310
204
398
302
205
46210
— 25940
46060
32150
26105
45850
34110
26010

Vulnerability Assessment
CE Time (sec)
CE
S
D
L
S
D
2
—
1
1 —
4.5
2
1.5
2
1
4
2
1.5
2
1
2
—
1.5
1 —
6
2
1.5
2
1
6
2.5
1.5
2
1
4
—
3
1 —
10
4.5
3.5
2
1
9.5
4
3
2
1
69
— 10
1 —
180
16
9
1
1
96
14
8.5
2
1
950
— 86
1 —
1640
175
88
2
1
1630
172
86
2
1

L
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7.3. Analysis for Multiple HT Gates
The number of counterexamples generated during vulnerability analysis depends on the
number of intruded gates, their types and locations in the IC. We illustrate this fact by
modeling the behavior of different number of HT gates for ISCAS benchmark C432, and
using Algorithm 1 for vulnerability analysis as depicted in Figure 11. The gates are inserted
within, as well as parallel to, the computational paths to determine their effects on the
side channel characteristics of the IC. The number of counterexamples for switching power
increases linearly when the gates are inserted within or parallel to the computational paths
at the IC outputs as shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b), respectively. However, the counterexamples number varies for the intrusions within computational paths at the input and
intermediate stage, due to the variation in activity factors and the loads driven by the preceding gates. Figure 11(c) shows that maximum number of counterexamples are generated
for the delay parameter when the individual IC paths are intruded at the output nodes.
The delay parameter does not generate any counterexample for the intrusions parallel to
the IC paths at the inputs as depicted in Figure 11(d). For the leakage power parameter,
the number of counterexamples changes linearly with the number of intruded gates at the
input, intermediate and output stages, respectively, for the intrusions within and parallel to
the computational paths.
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Figure 11: Counterexamples for Multiple Instances of HT Gates in C432 Benchmark

7.4. Effects of Process Variations
We evaluate the effects on the side channel parameters of ISCAS benchmark C3540 due
to functional and non-functional HTs presented
27 in Figures 9 and 10, respectively, under
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Figure 12: Effects on the Side Channel Parameters of C3540 ALU due to Functional and Non-functional
HTs under CMOS Process Variation

CMOS process variation. To estimate the effect of process variations, we considered 2%,
5%, and 10% variation in the nominal value of Vth as shown in Figure 12. The impact
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of HT on the side channel parameters can be obfuscated depending upon the extent of
variation in relevant process parameters. For instance, the effects on switching power due
to functional HT are overshadowed by the Vth variation of 10% until the size of HT gates
is 6 (0.84% of C3540), as depicted by the point A1 in Figure 12(a). However, beyond this
point the signature of the HT becomes distinguishable. Similarly, Figure 12(b) shows that
the effects of non-functional HT become prominent when the size of intruded gates is 9
(0.72% of C3540). The change of propagation delay due to HTs as depicted in Figure 12(c)
and 12(d) illustrates that process variation has less effects on delay compared to the other
side channel parameter. This is due to the fact that change in delay is linear with respect
to variations in Vth . The effects on delay parameter due to functional and non-functional
HTs are discernible when they are 0.14% and 0.16% of the total circuit size, respectively.
Moreover, the effects of process variation on the leakage power parameter are more dominant
relative to the switching power and propagation delay as depicted in Figures 12(e) and 12(f).
This is due to the fact that a small change in Vth induces a large variation in leakage power.
The HT effects mostly remain under the process envelope until the size of intruded gates is
16 (2.24% of C3540) as depicted by point C1.
7.5. Discussion
Vulnerability analysis of the ICs illustrates that the side channel parameters are affected
in diverse ways depending on the location of the HT gates. We demonstrate this by incorporating intrusions within and parallel to computational paths of ISCAS benchmark C17,
as depicted in Figure 13. The parameters affected by the intrusions are shown in the red
color, and green color depicts the non-affected parameters. The intrusion within computational path at the input stage as shown in Figure 13(a) affects the switching power (S)
by changing the activity factor of all the subsequent gates in the adjacent paths. However,
the impact of the leakage power (L) is not very obvious compared to the switching power,
because subsequent gates are not required to drive an extra load. Moreover, subthreshold
leakage current for a gate depends mainly on the size of the individual transistors and the
load capacitance has slender effects on a gate leakage. The propagation delay (D) of multiple paths are affected when HT is inserted along the inputs. Furthermore, the path delay
invariably increases at the output nodes N22 and N23. Similarly, the intrusions within IC
paths, depicted in Figures 13(c) and 13(e) indicate that switching power and propagation
delay are mainly affected. When the IC is intruded at the output or intermediate stage, then
the loading effect of the intruded gates is propagated towards the preceding gates. Moreover, the propagation delays of various paths and switching probabilities of multiple gates
are affected. Therefore, the delay and switching power generally has a higher impact on the
behavior of IC. The intrusion effects on these side channel parameters are summarized in
Table 7. Typically, always-on HTs are inserted by the attacker in parallel to the computational paths with a motivation to consume the power [25, 51], effect delay [22], or leak the
secret information [28], without disrupting the functionality of the system. For other HTs,
the attacker generally uses some rare values at the specific nets of IC to generate the trigger
signal [53]. The intrusion in parallel to computational path at the input stage of the IC as
shown in Figure 13(b) has no significant impact on the delay of any path. Moreover, the
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(a) In-path Intrusion at Input Stage

(b) Parallel Intrusion at Input Stage

(c) In-path Intrusion at Intermediate Stage

(e) In-path Intrusion at Output Stage

(d) Parallel Intrusion at Intermediate
Stage

(f ) Parallel Intrusion at Output Stage

Figure 13: Hardware Intrusions at Different Locations in C17 Benchmark
Table 7: Comparative Impact of Intrusions at Different Locations in IC

Side Channel
Parameter

Impact
Input Stage

Intermediate

Intrusion

Stage Intrusion

Output Stage
Intrusion

In Path

Parallel

In Path

Parallel

In Path

Parallel

Switching Power

High

Low

High

Average

Average

Low

Leakage Power

Low

High

Low

Average

Low

Average

Propagation Delay

High

Very Low

High

Low

High

Average

switching power also has a slight impact towards the total power consumption as the HT
gate does not alter the switching activity. However, the leakage power in this case will have
a significant impact to detect any intrusion compared to the other side channel parameters.
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The HT in parallel at the intermediate stages of IC, however, have an average and low
impact on the switching power and path delay respectively. Besides that, the propagation
delay at the output will have slightly higher effect compared to the switching power, as the
load is translated to all the delay paths terminating at that output.
It can be concluded from the results that the computational paths at the input stages
are more vulnerable in the combinational ICs. This is due to the fact that the side channel
signature of HTs at the input stages is comparatively smaller to the that of output and
intermediate stages respectively. Moreover, use of multi-parameters for analysis provides
more flexibility in identifying the vulnerable paths and locations.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a formal framework to analyze the vulnerabilities of ICs against
two major types of Hardware Trojans, by using the gate-level side channel parameters.
This framework utilizes the nuXmv model checker to model and validate switching power,
leakage power and path delay parameters for comprehensive behavioral assessment of the
ICs. Moreover, the detailed analysis based on the counterexample traces has effectively been
used to quantify the vulnerability of a region in the IC. The effectiveness of the framework
is demonstrated on the number of benchmarks. The experimental results show that it
analyzes functional and non-functional HTs, and evaluates the vulnerabilities of IC nodes.
The proposed vulnerability analysis framework provides a meaningful guidance towards HT
prevention during IC development phase.
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Appendix A. Propagation Delay Model of ISCAS C17 Benchmark in nuXmv
Appendix A.1. nuXmv Code
The nuXmv code for ISCAS C17 propagation delay model is provided below:
MODULE NAND2( a , b , fa nout , Cg1 , Cg2 , Cint )
VAR
delay

: real ;

DEFINE
vthn
:= 0 . 3 6 5 4 ;
−−T h r e s h o l d v o l t a g e NMOS
vthp
:= 0 . 3 6 0 4 ;
−−T h r e s h o l d v o l t a g e PMOS
tox
:= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 ;
−−T h i c k n e s s o x i d e
eps0
:= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 5 4 1 8 5 ;
−−P e r m i t t i v i y o f Vacuum
eps0x
:= 3 . 9 ∗ e p s 0 ;
−−S i l i c o n p e r m i t i v i t y
Cox
:= eps0x / tox ;
−−Oxide c a p a c i t a n c e
Wn
:= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 ;
−−Gate width NMOS t r a n s i s t o r
Ln
:= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 ;
−−Gate l e n g t h NMOS t r a n s i s t o r
Wp
:= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 ;
−−Gate width NMOS
Lp
:= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ;
−−Gate l e n g t h NMOS
WRn
:= 2 ;
−−Width r a t i o NMOS (NAND)
WRp
:= 4 . 6 1 5 ;
−−Width r a t i o PMOS (NAND)
−−M o b i l i t y NMOS
u n e f f := 0 . 0 4 2 1 ;
u p e f f := 0 . 0 0 5 9 7 ;
−−M o b i l i t y PMOS
v g s o n := 1 . 2 ;
−−Gate−S o u r c e v o l t a g e
Cdmin p := 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 6 ; −−Drain d i f f u s i o n c a p a c i t a n c e PMOS
Cdmin n := 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 4 3 5 ; −−Drain d i f f u s i o n c a p a c i t a n c e NMOS
Csmin p := 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 9 5 9 ; −−S o u r c e d i f f u s i o n c a p a c i t a n c e PMOS
Csmin n := 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 4 7 5 ; −−S o u r c e d i f f u s i o n c a p a c i t a n c e NMOS
C g s o l n := 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 1 1 ; −−S o u r c e o v e r l a p c a p a c i t a n c e NMOS
Cgdol n := 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 1 2 6 ; −−Drain o v e r l a p c a p a c i t a n c e NMOS
C g s o l p := 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 4 ; −−S o u r c e o v e r l a p c a p a c i t a n c e PMOS
Cgdol p := 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 3 7 ; −−Drain o v e r l a p c a p a c i t a n c e PMOS
Cgmin n := ( Cox ∗ Wn ∗ Ln + C g s o l n + Cgdol n ) ; −−Min g a t e c a p a c i t a n c e NMOS
Cgmin p := ( Cox ∗ Wp ∗ Lp + C g s o l p + Cgdol p ) ; −−Min g a t e c a p a c i t a n c e PMOS
Rn := Ln / ( u n e f f ∗ Cox ∗ Wn ∗ ( v g s o n − vthn ) ) ; −−Min r e s i s t a n c e NMOS
Rp := Lp / ( u p e f f ∗ Cox ∗ Wp ∗ ( v g s o n − vthp ) ) ; −−Min r e s i s t a n c e PMOS
C g t o t := f a n o u t ∗ (WRn ∗ Cgmin n + WRp ∗ Cgmin p ) ; −−Gate c a p a c i t a n c e
C a p t o t a l := f a n o u t ∗ ( 2 ∗ Cdmin p ∗WRp + Cdmin n ∗ WRn) + ( Cg1 + Cg2 ) + Cint1 ;
Cj
:= f a n o u t ∗ WRn ∗ ( Csmin n + Cdmin n ) ; −− J u n c t i o n C a p a c i t a n c e
pout 0
:= Pa 1 ∗ Pb 1 ;
−−NAND2 p r o b a b i l i t y f o r o /p = 0
pout 1
:= 1 − p o u t 0 ;
−−NAND2 p r o b a b i l i t y f o r o /p = 1
delay max := 0 . 6 9 3 ∗ Rp/WRp ∗ ( C a p t o t a l+ Cj ) / f a n o u t ;
out
:= ! ( a & b ) ;
−−Boolean output
−−A c t i v i t y F a c t o r
alpha
:= p o u t 0 ∗ p o u t 1 ;
ASSIGN
i n i t ( delay )
next ( d e l a y )

:= 0 ;
:=
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case
( a = FALSE & b = TRUE) & ( next ( a ) = TRUE & next ( b ) = TRUE) :
0 . 6 9 3 ∗ 2 ∗ Rn/WRn ∗ C a p t o t a l / f a n o u t ;
−−01 −>
( a = TRUE & b = FALSE) & ( next ( a ) = TRUE & next ( b ) = TRUE) :
0 . 6 9 3 ∗ ( 2 ∗ Rn/WRn ∗ C a p t o t a l + Rn/WRn ∗ Cj ) / f a n o u t ; −−10 −>
( a = FALSE & b = FALSE) & ( next ( a ) = TRUE & next ( b ) = TRUE) :
−−00 −>
0 . 6 9 3 ∗ 2 ∗ Rn/WRn ∗ C a p t o t a l / f a n o u t ;
( a = TRUE & b = TRUE) & ( next ( a ) = FALSE & next ( b ) = TRUE) :
−−11 −>
0 . 6 9 3 ∗ Rp/WRp ∗ C a p t o t a l / f a n o u t ;
( a = TRUE & b = TRUE) & ( next ( a ) = FALSE & next ( b ) = FALSE) :
−−11 −>
0 . 6 9 3 ∗ Rp/WRp ∗ C a p t o t a l / ( 2 ∗ f a n o u t ) ;
( a = TRUE & b = TRUE) & ( next ( a ) = TRUE & next ( b ) = FALSE) :
0 . 6 9 3 ∗ Rp/WRp ∗ ( C a p t o t a l + Cj ) / f a n o u t ;
−−11 −>
TRUE : 0 ;
esac ;

11
11
11
01
00
10

MODULE main
VAR
in1
in2
in3
in6
in7
t

:
:
:
:
:
:

−−C−17
nand1 :
nand2 :
nand3 :
nand4 :
nand5 :
nand6 :

boolean ;
boolean ;
boolean ;
boolean ;
boolean ;
boolean ;
circuit
NAND2( in1 , in3 , 1 , nand5 . Cg tot , 0 , 0 ) ;
NAND2( in3 , in6 , 2 , nand3 . Cg tot , nand4 . Cg tot , 0 ) ;
NAND2( in2 , nand2 . out , 2 , nand5 . Cg tot , nand6 . Cg tot , 0 ) ;
NAND2( nand2 . out , in7 , 1 , nand6 . Cg tot , 0 , 0 ) ;
NAND2( nand1 . out , nand3 . out , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;
NAND2( nand3 . out , nand4 . out , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;

−−I n t r u s i o n w i t h i n c o m p u t a t i o n a l path a t i n t e r m e d i a t e s t a g e ( f i g u r e 1 3 ( c ) )
nand7 : NAND2( in1 , in3 , 1 , nand11 . Cg tot , 0 , 0 ) ;
nand8 : NAND2( in3 , in6 , 2 , nand9 . Cg tot , nand10 . Cg tot , 0 ) ;
nand9 : NAND2( in2 , nand8 . out , 1 , 0 , 0 , nandHT . C g t o t ) ;
nandHT : NAND2( nand9 . out , t , 2 , nand11 . Cg tot , nand12 . Cg tot , 0 ) ;
nand10 : NAND2( nand8 . out , in7 , 1 , nand12 . Cg tot , 0 , 0 ) ;
nand11 : NAND2( nand7 . out , nandHT . out , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;
nand12 : NAND2( nandHT . out , nand10 . out , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;
DEFINE
delay
delay
delay
delay

path1
path2
path1
path2

m a x := nand2 . delay max + nand3 . delay max + nand5 . delay max ;
m a x := nand2 . delay max + nand3 . delay max + nand6 . delay max ;
HT := nand8 . d e l a y + nand9 . d e l a y + nand11 . d e l a y + nandHT . d e l a y ;
HT := nand8 . d e l a y + nand9 . d e l a y + nand12 . d e l a y + nandHT . d e l a y ;
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Appendix A.2. Counterexample Analysis in nuXmv
A single HT gate generates two counterexamples for each of the propagation path. Following is the counterexample trace generated by nuXmv using delay-based LTL properties.

Initial State

Increase in Delay
3.14 Pico Seconds

Figure A.14: Counterexample 1
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